# FORM 5 (Rule 5)

Section 8 of Care of Cathedrals Measure 2011
Notice of Decision of Fabric Advisory Committee

**TAKE NOTICE** that the Chapter of the Cathedral Church of:

| The Cathedral and Metropolitical Church of St Peter in York |

**applied on insert date**

| 4th December 2023 |

**for approval of the following proposal:** *complete as on Form 3*

| For hoardings for (St Michael le Belfrey) The Belfrey Impact Project, and a new permanent noticeboard. |

**Summary of the nature of work and its extent (and materials) [or in the case of an object, a short description of it and details of the proposal]**

| The application from The Belfrey seeks permission to put up hoardings that enclose each side of the church building and the forecourt at the west end which includes Minster land. In very early discussions with the Minster, The Belfrey and LDN Architects, the most suitable place for a construction compound was at the west end. FAC is asked to approve the design principles for the hoardings for a temporary period of 36 months and give full consent for a new permanent noticeboard. |

**Representations**

**Representations in writing in respect of the above proposal were received from:** *list any statutory consultees and other bodies and give total number of representations from members of the public*

| Historic England – no comment |
| SPAB – no comment |
| Victorian Society – no comment |
Decision
At a meeting of the Fabric Advisory Committee held on:

7th December 2023

the above proposal and representations were considered and the Committee decided to:

2. Approve the proposal subject to the following conditions: list and number conditions

Minor adjustments to the size and strength of colour of the lettering of the individual words (eg. Grace, Joy) and that the proposed black lettering be softened.

for the following reasons: to improve the end product.

Signed

Secretary of the Fabric Advisory Committee

Dated: 8th January 2024

NOTES:

1. A copy of this Notice is to be sent or delivered to the bodies or persons specified in Rule 5(7), as applicable [to the Chapter, the Cathedrals Fabric Commission and any other bodies who received a copy of the Form 3].

2. Within 7 days of receipt of this Notice the administrator of the Cathedral Church is to display a copy of it inside and outside the cathedral where it will be readily visible to the public for a period of not less than 28 days.